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President’s Message
Susan Negro

Susan.Negro@germantownacademy.org

Every August 1st I get that “summer is over” feeling and excitedly begin to develop my teaching goals for the fall. 

However, this year was a bit different as I formulated a solid strategy that was heavily influenced by recent trips to schools

in China and England, by reading Paul Lockhart’s A Mathematician’s Lament, and by watching several TED talks offered

by Dan Meyer.  One would think that after thirty years of teaching that I would have the whole “beginning of the year” thing

conquered by now, but that’s not how I feel at all!  Each new school year presents an opportunity to introduce a fresh group

of students to the art of mathematics.  Lockhart states, “The trouble is that math, like painting or poetry, is hard creative

work.  It takes time to produce a work of art.”  I agree wholeheartedly, and I’m still working to appreciate and recognize

the great beauty in mathematics and in the teaching of mathematics.

In This New School Year, Dan Meyer describes his efforts to make course corrections to his “failings” in the

classroom of the previous school year.  Several of his big ideas have me intrigued and I would like to fashion the tips to suit

my teaching style this year.  “Launching laser-guided remediation missiles” describes Meyer’s plan to take daily notes as

he grades, marking everything from class-wide trends to individual errors.   This immediate feedback guides the follow up

lesson the next day.  Many of us provide some sort of assessment on a daily or almost daily basis.  But how many of us

grade the work immediately and plan the next lesson based on what the assessment reveals?  Meyer believes in “harassing

students into success” by contracting with them to remediate all unmastered skills.  He assigns remediation appointments

to students until skills are mastered.  You are probably asking yourself “what role does homework play in the Meyer

remediation plan?”  Ideally, homework should provide students with an opportunity to “actually do some mathematics, and

to come up with their own ideas, opinions and reactions,” according to Lockhart.   I’m not sure that I am ready to go as far

as Meyer, who assigns one homework problem per night.  However, I am going to heed the Stanford Graduate School’s

Challenge Success data that supports the “less is more” theory.  Students must be trained to master certain techniques, but

not as end in itself.  As Lockhart suggests, “Wait until they are dying for an idea, then give them some technique.  But not

too much.”

Focusing on what goes on outside of your classroom is a great way to spruce up what’s happening inside the

classroom.  I am never more invigorated than when I return from the classroom of a colleague with a cargo of new ideas. 

Try encouraging an open door policy in your department this year and do more migrating from classroom to classroom. 

Be sure to leave some feedback for your colleague.  Of course, attend professional development opportunities such as the

ATMOPAV Fall and Spring conferences, volunteer for a committee, join PCTM, and participate on a grant writing team. 

Our growth will lead to our students’ growth.

Truly introducing the concept of “cognitive dissonance” will probably be the most challenging task for me during

this new school year.  Traditionally, I have been too eager to provide my students with answers to their important questions. 

I intend to shut up and get out of their way this year!  Classrooms should be brimming with intellectual conflict.  The best

teaching occurs when students bring problems and questions to us and we help them navigate a resolution.  I’m adopting

some of the Greek “art” of teaching and learning in my classroom.   Like Lockhart ,I plan to “be engaged in the process

– having ideas, not having ideas, discovering patterns, making conjectures, constructing examples and counterexamples,

devising arguments, and critiquing work.  Specific techniques and methods will arise naturally out of this process, as they

did historically.”  Perhaps, I will don a chiton to remind me to be more Greek-like and ask more questions than I answer! 

Do you plan to try something new in your classroom this fall?  I’d love to hear about it.  Let’s have a community

conversation with follow-up emails.  Please send comments or questions me at my email address.  Have a wonderful school

year!  
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The ATMOPAV Newsletter is published three times a year.
Contributions in the form of articles, reviews, teaching ideas,
humor, and opinionated essays are welcome. Material for the
Spring 2013 issue should be submitted no later than March 1,
2013. Please be sure to include contact information (e-mail
and/or telephone) if you are not a regular columnist. Send your
text to the editor:

Lynn Hughes
1000 Black Birch Lane
Quakertown, PA 18951
atmopav@gmail.com

The Association of Teachers of Mathematics of Philadelphia and
Vicinity was founded more than 60 years ago. It is an organization of
mathematics educators who are dedicated to improving mathematics
instruction at every level from kindergarten to college. Through its
professional meetings, website, and this publication, ATMOPAV
supports, informs, and facilitates communication among teachers,
pre-service education students, supervisors, and school
administrators from the five-county Philadelphia area. Our awards
program recognizes excellence among student teachers, novice
teachers, and secondary school students who participate in our annual
mathematics competition.

To join ATMOPAV, please 
complete the membership application in this issue.

ATMOPAV Executive Board 
Officers:

Susan Negro, President
Beth Benzing, First Vice President
Bob Lochel, Second Vice President

Sonya Wassmansdorf, Recording Secretary
Mark Wassmansdorf, Treasurer

Marian Avery, Membership
Lynn Hughes, Publications

Verna W. Edwards, Website

Call for Columnists

If you’re an educator, you have something to share, and this is
a good place to do it. We are looking for more writers of
regular columns and of single articles. About what, you ask?
Consider these possibilities:

$ Activities, especially for grades K - 5
$ Mathematics software reviews
$ Adapting lessons for students with special needs
$ Cross-curricular activities that link math with other

subjects
$ Diary of a first-year teacher
$ Recollections of a retired teacher
$ Mathematics-related history
$ Useful resource books for teachers
$ Math games and puzzles (esp. for elementary and

middle school)
$ Literature connections and book reviews
$ Reviews of math-related apps
$ Teaching with particular software: Scratch, SketchUp,

spreadsheets, Geometer’s Sketchpad, etc.
$ Working with challenged learners
$ Parent Night/ Math Night ideas

 . . . and whatever else you might think of. 

We are eager for material that
applies to any level of
mathematics education. If you
don’t want to write but know a
colleague who may, please pass
the word. 

Contact the editor for further
information.

   

Math-Related Websites for Teachers and Students
Cut the Knot  http://cut-the-knot.org      The Futures Channel  http://thefutureschannel.com

Making Mathematics http://www2.edc.org/makingmath/default.asp
Don=s Math Website http://www.shout.net/~mathman/       CoolMath4Kids http://www.coolmath4kids.com 

JETS website http://www.jets.org/latestnews/JETS_Challenge.cfm
The Virtual Library of Interactive Mathematics  http://www.matti.usu.edu/nlvm/nav/vlibrary.html

The Intermath Dictionary   http://jwilson.coe.uga.edu/interMath/MainInterMath/Dictionary/welcome/howto.html
Mathematrix   http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Hangar/7773/

The MacTutor History of Mathematics   http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/
Powers of Ten   http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/java/scienceopticsu/powersof10/index.html
Mathworld   http://mathworld.wolfram.com/          RadicalMath http://www.radicalmath.org   

S.O.S. Mathematics   http://www.sosmath.com/          Natural Math    http://www.naturalmath.com/
The Knot Plot Site    http://www.cs.ubc.ca/nest/imager/contributions/scharein/KnotPlot.html

Paper Models of Polyhedra    http://www.korthalsaltes.com/index.html
Mrs. Glosser=s Math Goodies http://www.mathgoodies.com     Platonic Realms http://www.mathacademy.com

The Math Forum@Drexel   http://www.mathforum.org/         Explore Learning  http://www.explorelearning.com
Khan Academy http://www.khanacademy.org/      XtraMath www.xtramath.org

And, of course . . . The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics   http://www.nctm.org/
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richm@miquon.org 
The Miquon School 

 Our Math Library 
When we came back from the summer this year, we decided it was time to reorganize our classroom library. 
When we arrived at the math section, we found we had in our classroom a good selection of mathematics titles 
for the children to enjoy. Instead of me doing the talking, some of the books can do the talking for themselves. 
Here they are: 
 
The Math Start Series by Stuart J. Murphy 
This series covers many math concepts, from tallying to basic addition and subtraction, shapes to area and 
perimeter. The math concepts are made part of entertaining stories that keep the children interested and excited.  
 
One Grain of Rice by Demi 
 A rajah who believes himself to be wise and fair uses his hungry people's rice for himself year after year, until 
a village girl named Rani devises a clever plan using the surprising power of doubling to win a billion grains of 
rice from the rajah. 
 
100th Day Worries by Margery Cuyler 
When Jessica's teacher tells everyone in class to find 100 things to bring to school for their 100th day, Jessica 
starts to worry. She wants to bring something really good. but what?  

100 marshmallows? No, too sticky. 
100 yo-yos? Nah, that's silly.  

When Jessica reaches the 99th day, she really starts to worry. She still doesn't know what to bring! Could the 
best collection of 100 things be right under her eyes? 
 
Someday Is Not a Day of the Week by Denise Brennan-Nelson 
We've all wished for Someday to get here, and now it is. Follow the tale of the young beaver, Max, and his 
quest to spend quality time with his parents and family. Someday finds Max looking for "Someday" on his 
calendar and realizing if it did exist; it would surely be the busiest day of the week. 
 
A Second is a Hiccup by Hazel Hutchins 
The newest book by acclaimed picture-book creators Hazel Hutchins and Kady McDonald Denton explains 
units of time in imaginative terms children can understand: A second lasts as long as a hiccup; a week is seven 
sleeps; and a year is the time it takes to grown into new shoes! 
 
Cubes, Cones, Cylinders, and Spheres by Tana Hoban 
Cubes, cones, cylinders, and spheres. Sounds sophisticated? Only until you look at Tana Hoban's incomparable 
photographs and realize that those shapes are the stuff of everyday life. They are all around us all the time - in 
our houses, on our streets, in our hands. In yet another breathtaking book, Tana Hoban wakes us up to our world 
and makes us see it. 
 
For Good Measure by Ken Robbins 
The mile gets its name from the Latin term mille passus, which means “a thousand paces.” The abbreviation for 
pound (lb.) comes from the Latin libra pondo. Feet, pounds, quarts, miles: these are words we use every day. 
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But where did they originate, and what do they actually mean? Once again, Ken Robbins takes an everyday 
subject and, through spectacular photographs and straightforward and entertaining text, makes it come alive. 
 
How Many Seeds in a Pumpkin by Margaret McNamara 
"How many seeds are in a pumpkin?" Mr. Tiffin asks his class as they gather around the big, medium, and small 
pumpkins on his desk. Counting pumpkin seeds is messy business, but once the slimy job is done, to everyone's 
surprise, the smallest pumpkin has the most seeds! 
 
Math Curse by Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith 
The story of a child's typical day with every action related to a mathematical problem which involves 
mathematical concepts or puzzles with the answers planted for the young reader to find with the aid of jokes 
and illustrations. 
 
Happy Reading! 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
 

Mixed Math Skills Take Flight 
 
 Students of any age love to throw things, especially in the classroom. 
Competition can add some excitement, whether it’s overall victory or achieving 
a personal best. Tap into those hard-wired inclinations to get them engaged 
with mean, median, mode, symmetry, linear measurement, mass, data graphing, 
and more. This is a project that is likely to span several days. 
  
Equipment and materials: 
 Although this can be done with traditional folded-paper airplanes, you 
may get more enthusiasm and more learning opportunities from a different 
approach. Students use light card stock for the wings and tail and use plastic 
straws or thin popsicle sticks for the fuselage (body). I like using low-
temperature hot glue because it goes on quickly and sets up fast, but other glue 
options exist. Tape doesn’t create a stable enough connection between the fuselage and the card stock. 
Depending on the number of students, I set up one or more gluing stations with metal cookie sheets (which you 
might want to line them with very heavy aluminum foil) and small glue guns plugged in and ready to use. If you 
decide you need more than 1 cookie sheet and 2 glue guns, it would make sense to spread them around the room 
and reduce the likelihood of having someone get accidentally touched by another student’s hot glue gun tip. 
Students may need some reminding at first to put the glue guns back onto the cookie sheet where the hot tip 
surface won’t hurt anything and any leaking glue doesn’t matter. 
 Light card stock comes in many colors and sizes, starting with 3x 5 and going up to 8.5 x 11. It’s easily 
cut with scissors. Straws are available in various diameters (although it’s getting to be hard to find plain straight 
straws these days, and students may need to cut off the bendy part). Popsicle sticks (also called craft sticks) can 
be expensive at art supply houses and very cheap at the local dollar store. They, too, come in a couple of sizes. 
There is a huge assorted box called “Wooden Value Set” that can be found at major discount stores, including 
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Wal-Mart. You’re also going to need some paper clips, ideally in a couple of 
sizes. The first reason is to put some weight onto the nose of the plane (this 
works with straws or sticks). The other reason will be revealed later in this 
article. For now, the clips can simply be fitted onto the nose. You might let 
students test without the clips first and then bring them out. 
 
Getting started: 
 You may decide to give your class the materials without any further 
advice, or you may want to show them a couple of models that you have made 
ahead. (It’s always a good idea to do something like this first, in any case, so 
you can see where some of the problems might be.) Try to avoid doing all of the 
problem-solving and creative thinking, however. For example, it will be 
important for the wings to be identical on each side if the plane is going to fly straight. One way to do this is to 
fold the card stock to cut both sides at once as a single piece. Don’t suggest it. But at some point, the word 
symmetry should come into the discussion. 
 However you do it, your students will each need to complete one or two airplanes before they start 

throwing seriously, but don’t let them build a whole fleet until they’ve 
done some testing. If you can, set up a space where students can test as 
soon as they have a plane ready. Otherwise, you’ll need to assure them that 
they won’t have to wait long. Perhaps they can help a classmate who is 
having difficulty. 
 When you’re ready for testing, give them some play time first, just 
as you would with manipulatives. Just fly the planes for a bit. Add the 
paper clips if you haven’t already made them available. Throw some more. 
Then get down to a more analytical activity. Students probably are already 
comparing distances. How can you decide which plane flies the farthest? 
Let students devise the test procedure. They may want to do best-out-of-3 
per person, for example. Or it may be something else. At some point, you 
may want to put all of the planes on a table (or several tables) and have 
students discuss what seems to be working and what doesn’t. They may 
want to make modifications or build a whole new plane. One of the 

underlying questions in this whole activity is: What makes a successful plane – how can we define and quantify 
success? 
 Let students set up and keep their own records, but require it. A group discussion would be a way to 
bring in some of the data concepts and vocabulary they’ve been learning. Over time, each plane can be tracked 
in terms of range, median, mode, and mean. You might also ask some students who seem to be standing around 
to start gathering data for a whole-class record sheet. Hand out some clipboards or go high-tech with something 
else; assign each student to collecting just one kind of data, such as range. How do subsequent tests change the 
group’s collective statistics? Did some data categories go up while others went down? Why? 
 Measuring the flight distances can give you a chance to bring the decimal nature of the metric system 
into play. If it’s appropriate for your group, require them to give the distances in terms of meters, not 
centimeters – so a 525 cm flight is recorded as a 5.25 m flight instead. Or ask for both. 
 If you have a very sensitive digital scale, you can do a couple of things with mass. For example, is the 
heaviest or lightest plane among the most successful? What about constructing a scatterplot for the group’s 
planes with mass on one axis and mean distance (or maximum distance) on the other? This could be a good 
homework activity if they have the raw data from the classroom. Is there any correlation? Does it matter 
whether we use mean or maximum? 
 And what about wing surface area and distance? Again, a scatterplot can be created, but there will be a 
measuring task first, and it will almost certainly be of irregular figures. Looks like another good problem-
solving task. 
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Beyond throwing: 
 If you have the space indoors or out, you might want to move into a 
more forceful launch method. The simplest way to do this is to glue the 
plane’s nose paperclip in place with one “leg” opened up as a hook. Then 
take a craft stick, notch it if it isn’t already notched, and add a rubber band 
that is secured with tape or glue. Hook the paperclip in the rubber band, pull 
back, and let fly. With a little practice, the planes can be launched higher and 
faster than throwing them by hand. It may take a little time to figure out how 
to do the launch without having the plane hit the top of the stick, but it’s not 
really difficult. 
 If you want to extend this even further, a launching device can be built out of PVC pipe and a few other 
materials. This is the kind of thing that a motivated student might want to tackle at home and bring into class 
when it’s complete. The photo below shows one such device, but there are many other ways to design a 
launcher. The PVC pipe can be glued everywhere except for the pieces that need to rotate in order to control the 
angle of the launch. There are actually two pieces of yardstick mounted on the frame, which create a measured 
launching track powered by a rubber band. A release pin is not necessary, but it allows the plane to be held in 

place at a fixed distance until the cotter 
pin is pulled. 
 There are probably going to be 
some students who will want to 
decorate their planes. Although this 
should not delay or disconnect them 
from engagement with the flying and 
data-gathering, it may be a good way 
to keep them occupied while they are 
waiting for a turn to test their plane 
again. 
 However you decide to do this 
project, remember to give your 
students a lot of time to repeat, refine, 
and share ideas with each other. The 
amount of mathematical language and 
learning is likely to be considerable. 
And it’s a lot of fun. (Thanks for this 
idea go to my husband Tony, who did 

this successfully for many years with students while working as the science teacher at our school.) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Are You Renewing Your NCTM Membership? 
 
 If so, please remember to designate ATMOPAV as your affiliate. That 
way, we will get a part of your membership fee and can use it to support our 
local mathematics education efforts. 
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 Ah, Fall in Pennsylvania. It is the land of blue skies, fair weather, lush golf courses, and beautiful leaves. In a 
couple of weeks, I am leaving with a small group to take an automobile trip around the state of Pennsylvania 
from the southeast corner across the southern tier, up to the northwest corner, across the northern tier to the 
northeast corner and back down. After living in this state for nearly 70 years, it’s time to visit some of the 
places I have not seen. We’ll check out the Gettysburg battlefields, Falling Waters, Presque Isle, the 
Pennsylvania Grand Canyon, and lots of other Pennsylvania goodies. A great way to spend a week in October! 
 
Several stalwart attempts at the last offerings were made by a few of our corps of problem-solvers.  Mark 
Herman, Eastern University (ret.) and Lynn Hughes, The Miquon School, both scored hat tricks with the little 
puzzlers, while Tom Waltrich, Gwynedd Mercy Academy High School, nailed two of the three. 
 
Here are the solutions to the last offerings: 
 
A. A 5 by 5 square grid contains the numbers 1,2,3,4,…,25 in sequence in the successive rows. Five 
numbers are picked so that no two of them are in the same row or column. What is their sum? Why? 
Solution: The numbers in the first row can be represented by 0 + 1, 0 + 2, etc. up to 0 + 5. 
The second row would be 5 + 1, 5 + 2, etc.,  up to 5 + 5. The grid shows this pattern: 
 

0 + 1 0 + 2 0 + 3 0 + 4 0 + 5 
5 + 1 5 + 2 5 + 3 5 + 4 5 + 5 
10 + 1 10 + 2 10 + 3 10 + 4 10 + 5 
15 + 1 15 + 2 15 + 3 15 + 4 15 + 5 
20 + 1 20 + 2 20 + 3 20 + 4 20 + 5 

 
Since the numbers chosen must be from different rows and different columns, the numbers 0,5,10,15,and 20 
will be a part of one of the numbers , as will 1,2,3,4 and 5. The sum of these is 65. 
 
B. A person has 2 more brothers than sisters, and each of that person’s brothers has 2 more brothers 
than sisters. How many more brothers than sisters does that person’s oldest sister have? 
Solution: Since each of the person’s brothers has as many brothers as the person, the person must be male. 
Since the person’s sister is female, she has 1 more brother (the person) and one less sister (herself) than the 
other brothers do. Thus, if the person has x more brothers than sisters, the sister will have x + 2 more brothers 
than sisters. Since x = 2, x + 2 = 4. 
 
C. If a number is selected at random from the set of all five-digit numbers in which the sum of the digits 
is 43, what is the probability that this number will be divisible by 11? 
Solution:  Five-digit numbers in which the sum of the digits is 43 can be made in two ways: The number can 
contain four 9’s and a 7 or three 9’s and two 8’s. There are five numbers which match the first type: 99997, 
99979, 99799, 97999, and 79999. There are ten numbers which match the second type: 88999, 89899, 89989, 
89998, 98899, 98989, 98998, 99889, 99898, and 99988. 
     Of these fifteen numbers, three are divisible by 11: 99979, 97999, and 98989. So, the probability is 3 out of 
15 or one-fifth (.2). 
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Now, some cognitive challenges for the cooler days ahead . . . 
 
A. On my trip around Pennsylvania, I will visit the town of Treasure, PA. Each year, the town holds a treasure 
hunt. Here are the directions given to the participants: 
 
 Walk 108 paces west, 315 paces south, then return to your starting point walking in a northeasterly 
direction. Find the number of palindromic numbers between 0 and the number of paces you walked. The 
treasure is behind the fence post that corresponds to that number.  
Behind which fence post is the treasure? 
 
B. On my trip around PA, I will take some old problems from the AHSME (American High School 
Mathematics Examinations) competitions to amuse me before bedtime. Suppose you took the 120 permutations 
of the letters in AHSME and arranged them in dictionary order, as if each were an ordinary five-letter word. 
What would the last letter of the 86th word be? 
 
C. Back in the 1700’s a group of 500 settlers arrived in Pennsylvania with provisions for 60 days. Twelve days 
later, another group of settlers joined them, but did not have any provisions with them, so both groups shared 
what remained of the original provisions. These provisions lasted only 40 days longer. Assuming each person 
consumed an equal amount each day, how many settlers were in the second group? 
 
Bon Chance!  
 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Pennsylvania Statistics Poster Competition – Call for Posters 
 
 The Pennsylvania Statistics Poster Competition is hosted by Saint Francis University and sponsored by 
mathematics teacher organizations across the state, including ATMOPAV.  The competition offers cash prizes 
and certificates for first, second, third, and fourth place in each grade level category (K-3, 4-6, 7-9, and 10-12) 
along with certificates for honorable mentions.  The winning posters from the Pennsylvania Competition are 
then submitted to the National Statistics Poster Competition. 
 
 Teachers from across Pennsylvania are encouraged to incorporate the Statistics Poster Competition into 
their classrooms.  Collaborative efforts between subjects can be an exciting way to show how mathematics 
relates to other subjects such as health, geography, history, science, etc.   
 
 Online registration for the Call for Posters will be available in September 2013.  All posters MUST be 
registered online and postmarked by midnight on February 28, 2014.  Judging will take place in March and 
winners will be announced in April 2014. 
 
 General information along with the rules and guidelines for the Pennsylvania Statistics Poster 
Competition can be found at: 

www.francis.edu/pa-statistics-poster-competition 
or by emailing ScienceOutreach@francis.edu. 

 
 Pictures of winning posters from previous years are also available on the web site.   
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Technology  
Corner 

 
 
 

TWITTER MATH CAMP 2013 RECAP 
Bob Lochel 

Hatboro-Horsham High School 
RLochel@hatboro-horsham.org 

 
 
 Back in July, over 100 math educators descended upon Drexel University for Twitter Math Camp 2013.  
This was the second year for TMC, where teachers from around the country (and a few overseas friends) who 
communicate regularly via Twitter and blogs met to share ideas and resources.  The 
event, billed as “Guerrilla PD for Math Teachers”, featured a menu of teacher-driven 
sessions, energetic keynotes, and rapid-fire “My Favorite” sessions.  Best of all, the 
conference was free for attendees, and the folks at the Drexel Math Forum (Max Ray, 
Annie Fetter, and Suzanne Alejandre) did a wonderful job in organizing facilities and 
resources for attendees.  Below are summaries from the Keynote sessions.  You can 
find out more about these sessions, find bloggers who have written conference 
summaries, and learn more about TMC at their website: www.twittermathcamp.com 
 

• Max Ray’s session, “I Notice, I Wonder”, led teachers through a framework for encouraging class-wide 
discussions through an inquiry-based model.  Max’s simple visual of wine glasses filled with various 
amounts of liquid produced rich discussions from the group, and an effective model of Max’s “I Notice, 
I Wonder” technique.  Later, as time / height graphs are introduced, participants moved towards more 
abstract reasoning, bringing in thoughts from the earlier wineglass discussions.  Max’s presentation was 
powerful in that making use of student curiosity and observation drives the learning. 
 

• Karim Kai Ani, founder of Mathalicious, shared two lessons from the website www.mathalicious.com.  
If you have never visited Mathalicious, go now….take a look at some of the free preview lessons, and 
you will become lost in the great ideas for hours.  THEN, make sure you sign up and get access to all of 
the engaging lessons.  Here is a company that is doing it right: lessons come with a video or visual hook, 
data which naturally lead to a discussion of the underlying mathematics, and just the right amount of 
structure to encourage students to contribute their thoughts and ideas.  In a fun lesson, “Datelines”, 
students explore a function and its inverse, without using those scary-looking terms, by considering the 
appropriate age difference between romantic partners.  The second lesson, “PRISM = PRISN” provides 
data on government spying and citizens who are “flagged”, leading to a rich discussion of conditional 
probability and false-positives. 
 

• Eli Luberoff energized the group with his demonstration of his creation, the Desmos online graphing 
calcaulator (www.desmos.com).  In the activity, teachers recorded the girth of balloons blown up by 
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their partners, recording data after each breath.  Eli walked us through an exploration of the data set 
using Desmos, using the table to record the data, and considered various function models: is it a square 
root model?  Is it logarithmic?  The group eventually settled upon a cube root as the proper model – and 
how often in class do we encounter data best modeled by a cube root?!  The Desmos calculator keeps 
getting better and better, and Eli’s enthusiasm for working with teachers was apparent to the group. 

 
 Make sure you visit the TMC website for more information and follow the hashtag #tmc13 on Twitter to 
find out more about the teachers who attended.  Finally, to find out more about teachers active on Twitter and 
their blogs, check out this website for more information: http://mathtwitterblogosphere.weebly.com/ 

 
 

 
 

  Spring into your Classroom  
at Seven Springs! 

 

PCTM 62nd Annual Conference 
November 6 – 8, 2013 

Seven Springs Resort, Seven Springs, PA 
 

What’s New at PCTM 2013? 
• Wednesday Evening Meet & Greet starring food and friends 
• Thursday late afternoon reception: Nibbles, Awards, Music and Prizes in the 
Exhibit Hall  
• Friday Wrap-up Party: More Nibbles, PCTM Annual Meeting and More Prizes  
including a two night hotel stay for PCTM 2014! 
• Casio’s Technology Strand; Technology all Day Thursday and Friday 
• PCTM Professional Partnership Workshops: Geometry, Number & Operations,  
Grades 3-8 Algebra, and (Debut Presentation) High School Algebra.  
• Featured speakers: Johnna Bolyard from West Virginia University and Fran  
Arbaugh from Penn State University 
 

Registration is now open at pctmsquarespace.com 
Join us in November! 

 
Mary Ann Matras, General Chair 

mmatras@esu.edu 
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Passages: 
Irvin Schwartz 

 
 Below is an excerpt from the message shared by the wife and children about this wonderful mathematics 
teacher who influenced countless educators in the Philadelphia area and beyond: 
 It is with sadness that we advise you of the passing of Irvin Schwartz on June 25, 2013 at the age of 89 
at Riddle Village, a lifecare community outside of Media, PA. 
  Irv was born and raised in South Philadelphia. Irv served as an Aviation Machinist’s Mate in the US 
Navy during Word War II. After the war, Irv utilized his G.I. Bill benefits and enrolled at Temple University 
where he graduated with a Bachelor’s Degree in Mathematics.  He later received his Master’s Degree in 
Education from Temple University.   
 Irv began his professional career with the School District of Philadelphia in 1949.  He started as a math 
teacher at Bok Vocational School and also taught at the old Northeast High School and Roxborough High 
School.  Additionally, he taught Hebrew School at Temple Israel in Upper Darby.  In the early 1960’s, Irv 
became an Administrator with the School District of Philadelphia.  He was a Supervisor in the Personnel 
Department.  He later became Assistant Director of the Personnel Department.  By the time he retired in 
1980, he was the Assistant Director of the Mathematics Division.  In that role, he visited many of the middle 
schools and high schools in Philadelphia and got to know most of the math teachers.  In the summers, he was 
sent to various universities to learn new teaching techniques and skills.  Those included Columbia University, 
University of Illinois, and Michigan State University. 
 
And some comments from local members of our math community: 
 “I had a deep and abiding respect and admiration for him. All of us were very fortunate to have had our 
lives intersect with his. The world was a bit better for all of us due to his being part of it.” (Brenda Fishman)  
 “Irv was a math educator's educator.  The number of students who have benefited because of his work with 
both their teachers and the curriculum is legion.”  (Allen Banbury) 
 “When I decided that I wanted to teach, Irv was the first School District person I met. I walked into the 
Personnel Office at 21st and Race and the receptionist directed me to Irv, who signed me up, even though I 
had no education degree, no student teaching, no education courses, and no idea what I was doing. 
Throughout the process he exhibited his wonderful sense of humor and made me feel comfortable. When Ezra 
Staples pulled me from the classroom a few years later (on a temporary assignment that lasted the rest of my 
SDP career), it was Irv who welcomed me to the office (he was in the Math Office then). On my first day on the 
job, Ez was out sick, so Irv took me under his wing.  We visited the Elwin Institute, and he took me to have 
lunch at his house.  Over the years, I had many opportunities to interact with Irv, always learning from him and 
always enjoying his good humor.  Irv was a mensch.” (Spencer Davis) 

 
 
Words from NCTM . . . 
 

Making Mathematical Connections 
NCTM President Linda M. Gojak 
NCTM Summing Up, October 3, 2013 
 
 One of the most memorable moments I had in teaching mathematics occurred in a fifth-
grade class. We began the year using rectangular arrays as a model to develop the concept of 
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prime and composite numbers. We hung student-made posters of the numbers from 1 to 100 with 
representations of arrays and lists of factors for each number around the room. By the end of that unit all my 
students had mastered multiplication facts and could factor with facility as we began our work with fractions. 
The connections among concepts and the use of concrete representations certainly led to deeper understanding. 
 Later that year, students worked with a variety of models to find area and perimeter of rectangles and 
extended that experience to find the areas of triangles, parallelograms, and trapezoids. Most students were able 
to generalize a formula, albeit not always the most efficient, for each polygon. One day, a student commented 
that this was just like what they had studied at the beginning of the year. When I gave a puzzled look, the class 
pointed to the posters still on the wall from our first unit of study and said, “You know, that factor and multiple 
stuff.” I had a new appreciation for the power of providing experiences that enable students to make 
connections among mathematical ideas. My students remembered and understood the mathematics that we had 
studied months earlier! 
 Since that experience I have given much thought to the Process Standards in Principles and Standards 
for School Mathematics, and their impact on teaching. With the current focus on progressions and trajectories of 
content standards, the potential of the Connection Standard (NCTM, 2000) continues to pique my interest. It’s a 
powerful standard: 
      Instructional programs from prekindergarten through grade 12 should enable all students to—  

• recognize and use connections among mathematical ideas; 
• understand how mathematical ideas interconnect and build on one another to produce a coherent 

whole; 
• recognize and apply mathematics in contexts outside of mathematics. 

 
 Too often, rather than making sense of mathematical ideas, students focus on remembering procedures 
or tricks. For example, how many students learn “flip and multiply” to divide fractions but have no idea why it 
works? Often those who understand why the procedure works struggle to apply it in problem situations. The 
procedure alone often leads to misconceptions. Students who work from rote memory often invert the wrong 
fraction, forget to change operations, or even apply the rule when multiplying two fractions. The meaning of 
operations doesn’t change from whole numbers to fractions. For example, in the early grades, the understanding 
that students develop of division of whole numbers often rests on the idea that “9 ÷ 3,” for example, asks how 
many groups of 3 are in 9. As students move to fractions, it is important to provide them with experiences that 
connect this whole-number understanding to similar examples with fractions: “9/16 ÷ 3/16,” for example, asks 
how many groups of 3/16 are in 9/16. In this way, students gain a deeper understanding rather than depending 
on a memorized procedure and can apply division of fractions to a variety of problem-solving situations and 
real-world applications. 
 Many teachers use manipulative materials to introduce a new concept. Manipulatives themselves, 
however, do not ensure understanding. We must provide experiences that support students’ efforts to make 
connections between what they are doing with the materials and the mathematical ideas that they represent. This 
takes time and teacher expertise. Algebra tiles are not an end to teaching basic algebra concepts—when used 
appropriately, they provide students with opportunities to connect their work to the concepts. And it is these 
connections that enable students to make sense of the abstract representations. 
 Although it is important to think about the connections among concepts within the grade level or courses 
that we teach, it is also important to reflect on the connections across grade levels. This work involves 
thoughtful discussions with other colleagues about the way that concepts are taught and the potential linkages 
among those ideas. Many of us learned mathematics as isolated pieces of information. Taking a mathematical 
concept and considering how it originates, extends, and connects with other concepts across the grades will help 
teachers to develop a deeper understanding. It is then that we can plan instruction that ensures that our students 
regularly make connections to help them make sense of the mathematics they are learning. 
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2013 Interactive Institutes - Extended Online PD 
 
 NCTM's Interactive Institutes offer activities and tactics to transform your classroom into an 
environment where your students will better learn to examine, interpret, and think critically about math 
concepts. 
 
 Join us for a 12-week online course and earn a professional development certificate, which your school 
may accept for recertification, or request optional university credit (for an additional fee paid to the University 
of San Diego). 
 
To learn more about these institutes, go to http://www.nctm.org/conferences/default.aspx?id=52. 

 
 
6-8 Algebra Readiness Interactive Institute   
 
Algebra Readiness for Every Student 
An NCTM Interactive Institute for Grades 6-8 
 
Extended Online Professional Development is available. 
 
 

 
 
 
Pre-K-5 Number and Operations Interactive Institute   
 
Connecting Number and Operations in the Classroom 
An NCTM Interactive Institute for Grades Pre-K-5 
 
Extended Online Professional Development is available.  
 
 

  
 

 
High School Practices and Processes Institute  
 
Engaging Students in Learning: Mathematical Practices and Process 
Standards 
An NCTM Interactive Institute for Grades 9-12 
 
Extended Online Professional Development is available. 
 
  

Note: Although the fall sessions have already begun, there is a second round of institutes starting in January. Go 
to the NCTM website and look under Conferences or follow the link at the top of this section. 
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BOOK REVIEW:  

Thinking In Numbers: On Life, Love, Meaning, and Math 
Author: Daniel Tammet 
 
Review by Alexandra Witze 
reprinted from: Science News (web edition): September 20, 2013  
 
 As an autistic savant, writer Daniel Tammet approaches numbers in a 
brilliantly oblique way. He sees math everywhere, from the geometrical grids of 
city streets to the predictable patterns of his mother s daily chores. Thinking in 
Numbers is his effort to draw the rest of us into seeing that beauty. 
 One example of a puzzle he finds pretty: The universe is finite, yet the 
numbers used to describe it can go on infinitely. Archimedes tackled this paradox 
in the third century B.C. when he calculated how many sand grains it would take to 
fill all of space. Next, he envisioned multiplying 10,000 objects   the highest 

number the ancient Greeks thought worth counting   by 10,000 again and again.  I thought it is not inappropriate 
for you, too, to contemplate these things,  Archimedes told his stunned audience. 
 Modern readers may feel their jaws similarly dropping at this book s many mathematical whimsies. 
Among other topics, Tammet explores the many challenges of counting, from how Anne Boleyn might have 
coped with the decimal system if she had an extra finger, as was rumored, to how Icelanders have a raft of 
different words for enumerating one to four, depending on what exactly is being counted. Less successfully, 
Tammet tries to link mathematics to social issues, such as the finances of economic inequality and the calculus 
of Tolstoy s novels. 
 In his most lyrical essay, Tammet describes memorizing 22,514 decimal places of pi and reciting them 
to a university audience for five hours and nine minutes. The moment, like the book, is a transcendent glimpse 
at a numerate world.                                                                                                   Little, Brown and Co., 2013, 272 p. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ATMOPAV invites requests for innovative mini-grants 
. . . for creative and diverse projects which are designed to enhance and enrich the teaching of mathematics. 
Grant funds are available to be awarded annually in each of the three levels of elementary, middle, and high 
school. Grant requests for up to $1000 per year are welcome. The Innovative Grants are awarded to teachers to 
support creativity in the teaching of mathematics. To enhance this creativity, ATMOPAV encourages teacher 
collaboration on projects. Teams of teachers may apply. Tap into the energy of others and develop synergy 
among your colleagues. Talk to each other! The process for application is simple, and the decision process is 
efficient and streamlined. In order to find detailed information and apply, you can access the form at the 
ATMOPAV website:  www.atmopav.com 
 
Other ATMOPAV awards: 
 Information about the Mabel Elliott Student Teacher Award and Alan Barson Novice Teacher Award 
can be found on our website. Help ATMOPAV support excellence in mathematics education by nominating 
people for these major recognitions. These awards are named in honor of two long-time ATMOPAV members 
whose leadership and dedication made a significant contribution to mathematics education in the 5-county 
Philadelphia metropolitan area. Someone you nominate may be our next iconic leader. Look around, and give 
us a name or two, please.  
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If you have already renewed, how about passing this on to a colleague that is not yet a member?  
 
 ATMOPAV MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
 
1) Write a check payable to ATMOPAV and check your dues category below: 
 

G regular annual membership $15  G regular 3-year membership $40 
G undergraduate student $6   G Life membership $300 

 
2) Check the correct 4 categories that describe you: 
position:    G Teacher           G Chairperson            G Supervisor          G Administrator          G Retired         G Other 
school type:     G Public          G Parochial         G Independent          G Other 
level taught:     G Elementary       G  Middle School         G Jr High           G Sr High          G College         G Other 
county in which you teach:    G Bucks        G Chester       G Delaware     G Montgomery       G Philadelphia       G Other 
 

3) Complete the information below. Please print clearly. If you are renewing your membership and if no other information has 
changed, we need only your name. If you are a new member or have changed your contact information, please fill in all of the blanks. 
 

 
name:   

 
e-mail:  

 
home telephone: 

 
mailing  
address: 
                        (# and street)                                               (city)                               (state)       (zip) 
 
school: 

 
school district: 

 
other current professional memberships:       G NCTM           G PCTM            G NCSM            G PCSM 

 
 
4) Mail your check and this page to: 

Marian Avery 
ATMOPAV Membership 

1161 Bridge Road 
Schwenksville, PA 19473 

        
 

Why join ATMOPAV?  
 
So you can: 
$ Deepen and share your expertise at our professional development conferences; 
$ Stay abreast of trends, practices, and research in mathematics education; 
$ Increase our influence among educators and legislators at the local, state, and national levels; 
$ Continue reading the newsletter that is in your hands right now. 

 
Memberships run from September through June of the current academic year.  

However, enrollments received after May 1 will apply to the next academic year. 
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